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a b s t r a c t

The problem addressed here involves a controller seeking to enhance traffic network per-
formance via real-time routing information provision to drivers while explicitly accounting
for drivers’ likely reactions towards the information. A fuzzy control modeling approach is
used to determine the associated behavior-consistent information-based network control
strategies. Experiments are performed to compare the effectiveness of the behavior-consis-
tent approach with traditional dynamic traffic assignment based approaches for deploy-
ment. The results show the importance of incorporating driver behavior realistically in
the determination of the information strategies. Significant differences in terms of system
travel time savings and compliance to the information strategies can be obtained when the
behavior-consistent approach is compared to the traditional approaches. The behavior-
consistent approach can provide more robust performance compared to the standard user
or system optimal information strategies. Subject to a meaningful estimation of driver
behavior, it can ensure system performance improvement. By contrast, approaches that
do not seek to simultaneously achieve the objectives of the drivers and the controller
can potentially deteriorate system performance because the controller may over-recom-
mend or under-recommend some routes, or recommend routes that are not considered
by the drivers.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The state-of-the-art uses dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models to enhance in real-time the performance of vehicular
traffic systems. These models predict the time-dependent network states and determine the corresponding information-
based network control strategies. However, the current DTA literature does not factor driver behavior realistically or ade-
quately in the determination of these strategies. Thereby, existing models can achieve system-wide objectives for assumed,
though not necessarily realistic, scenarios that require the pre-specification of driver response behavior to the information
strategies (Peeta and Yu, 2006). This implies a single level decision-making structure where the system controller deter-
mines: (i) in a prescriptive context, the vehicular route that each driver must take with the assumption that the driver fol-
lows this route, (ii) in a descriptive context, the estimated choice of the driver, or (iii) in a formal but inadequate
consideration of the effect of behavior, the set of routing alternatives from which the driver chooses a route.

Most existing literature addresses the determination of deployable information-based network control strategies by
focusing on generating consistent anticipatory route guidance and/or employing on-line consistency checking techniques.
Here, ‘‘consistent” implies that traffic conditions used to generate the guidance must be similar to the realized conditions
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once the guidance is deployed. Doan et al. (1999) and Peeta and Bulusu (1999) identify various sources that can cause
inconsistencies between the predicted and realized conditions. Peeta and Bulusu (1999) propose a generalized singular value
decomposition approach to enable consistency between the predicted and realized network states in terms of link traffic
counts and the number of users on various paths. Ben-Akiva et al. (2001) suggest that consistent guidance entails the for-
mulation and solving of a fixed-point problem. Bottom (2000) proposes a conceptual framework for the analysis of the con-
sistent route guidance problem. It identifies the principal elements of the problem and their key relationships, and proposes
some solution methods to the problem. It explicitly recognizes the need to estimate how drivers will react to the information
provided to them. The solution methods are based on the idea of solving a fixed-point problem formed by three alternative
composite maps: (i) route assignment fractions to network states, (ii) network states to guidance messages, and (iii) guid-
ance messages to route assignment fractions. He indicates that the solution to this fixed-point problem leads to consistency.
However, the problem is computationally intensive for real-world networks and this may preclude the deployment of the
information in a timely manner. In addition, the framework focuses on the algorithmic and computational aspects of the
problem while driver behavior is still represented using a traditional DTA approach. To alleviate the computational intensity
of Bottom’s framework (2000), Crittin and Bierlaire (2001) propose a heuristic method based on an approximated objective
function. Zhou and Mahmassani (2005) address origin–destination demand consistency checking in conjunction with
addressing network state consistency.

While the on-line consistency problem recognizes the need for an estimation of driver behavior, existing formulations
and solution frameworks do not explicitly and/or realistically estimate and represent driver behavior while determining
the information strategies. In reality, information provision and content can be used as control mechanisms to only influence
driver behavior but cannot imply perfect or pre-specified partial compliance rates, as is predominantly assumed in the DTA
arena. This is because drivers make route choice decisions based on several factors related to behavior, information, and traf-
fic conditions, and the information provided by the controller is only one aspect. It implies the need for a bi-level framework
that captures the interactions between the controller objectives and driver decisions. Thereby, there is the need for the con-
troller to factor the drivers’ likely response to information-based control strategies while determining these strategies, sug-
gesting a fixed-point problem structure. That is, deployable information strategies need to be more carefully constructed and
are not as straightforward as suggested by the standard DTA deployment approaches. Also, even after such strategies, labeled
behavior-consistent in this study, are determined and disseminated by the controller, there is no guarantee that the recom-
mended route will be taken. However, as will be illustrated in Section 3.1.2, the likelihood of compliance increases as only
routes that belong to the set of preferred routes of the individual drivers are recommended. Hence, this paper focuses on
behavior-consistent strategies which are more acceptable to drivers and simultaneously are more likely to meet controller
objectives.

The various limitations of DTA models to realistically represent driver route choices under information provision have
motivated the development of new paradigms aimed at bridging functional gaps between driver behavior models and
DTA models in terms of predicting the time-dependent network traffic flow patterns. In this context, Peeta and Yu (2006)
develop a behavior-based consistency-seeking (BBCS) modeling approach. The approach uses a hybrid probabilistic–possi-
bilistic behavior model to consistently address day-to-day learning and within-day dynamics of driver behavior in a single
framework. It avoids assumptions of a priori knowledge of driver behavior class fractions as it is able to determine them in
real-time based on link volumes. The BBCS models can be used to develop alternatives to DTA models to deploy information-
based control strategies that are more realistic.

While the BBCS approach has modeling richness in the context of driver response behavior to information, the role of the
controller is limited to the consistency-seeking process whereby the parameters of the driver behavior model are updated
across multiple timescales based on the day-to-day and within-day experiences of the drivers. The logical next step is to in-
volve the controller to develop behavior-consistent information-based network control strategies. It addresses the question:
what information-based network control strategies should the controller adopt so that the drivers behaving the way they do
also enable the controller to achieve its system-wide objectives? In other work (Paz and Peeta, 2009a), and as a first step to
addressing this question, the authors develop a fuzzy logic control based approach to determine information-based strate-
gies that are consistent with the controller-estimated response behavior of drivers to the information provided. It entails
solving a fixed-point problem where these strategies depend on the controller-estimated driver response behavior and vice
versa. In this paper, we close the loop by extending the framework to enable real-time deployment, and analyze the effec-
tiveness of behavior-consistent information-based control strategies at the network level using a rolling horizon stage based
approach where the actual driver behavior model is independent of the controller-estimated behavior model (Paz and Peeta,
2009b). The study also illustrates the limitations of standard DTA-based strategies.

The explicit consideration of driver behavior leads to a new dimension of complexity in predicting traffic states which is
further complicated by the need to adequately capture the traffic flow dynamics that represent the network-level spatio-
temporal interactions of driver route choice decisions. Typical DTA objectives (such as user equilibrium (UE) and/or system
optimum (SO)), inherited from static traffic assignment concepts, have a single-level optimization structure which is at the
controller level. However, in an operational context, using UE as a behavioral paradigm, or UE and SO as the information-
based network control strategies with partial or perfect compliance rates, is an inherently restrictive approach from behav-
ioral and information-related standpoints. Peeta and Yu (2004, 2006) illustrate the limitations of these strategies and the
need to capture information-related driver learning processes and consider situational factors. Further, from an information
standpoint, these strategies make strong assumptions on drivers’ real-time knowledge about dynamic network conditions
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and their abilities to process the information provided by the controller in real-time, both of which can significantly influ-
ence driver route choice decisions.

This paper addresses the bi-level interactive decision-making process where the controller determines behavior-consis-
tent information-based network control strategies and the drivers’ route choice decisions are influenced by several factors.
Fig. 1 illustrates conceptually the difference between the traditional DTA-based and the proposed behavior-consistent ap-
proaches. The traditional approach (part a) uses the DTA solutions directly as the information strategies to provide to drivers,
while the behavior-consistent approach (part b) uses a fuzzy control based search procedure (Paz and Peeta, 2009a) to deter-
mine these strategies using the standard DTA solution and a controller-estimated driver behavior model.

This paper integrates several components in a rolling horizon framework to analyze the bi-level interactive decision-mak-
ing process: a DTA model (Peeta, 1994), an iterative search based optimization procedure involving a fuzzy control model
and a controller-estimated driver behavior model (Paz and Peeta, 2009a), a traffic flow simulator DYNASMART (Mahmassani,
2001) as a proxy for field conditions, and a path-size multinomial logit model to represent actual driver behavior. The latter
two models will not be required in the real-world deployment context as field data is available. The DTA model computes the
ideal proportion of drivers who should choose specific routes for the objective considered; for example, the SO solution. The
optimization procedure is used to determine behavior-consistent strategies that direct the traffic system as close as possible
to the DTA objective. The traffic flow simulator is used to capture the dynamic network-level interactions and evaluate the
system performance.

Given the tradeoffs that exist between the computational needs for real-time operations and the need to incorporate var-
ious problem dimensions adequately (for example, traffic flow and behavior modeling), the proposed solution framework
does not explicitly solve the fixed-point problem proposed by Bottom (2000) involving the three alternative composite maps.
Instead, it takes advantage of an explicit estimation of driver behavior, and leverages the beneficial characteristics of the roll-
ing horizon procedure and the projected SO solution, to determine the information strategies. The approach adopted here is
to direct the system, through behavior-consistent information strategies, as close as possible to the projected SO DTA

a

b

Fig. 1. Information-based network control framework: (a) traditional DTA-based approach and (b) proposed behavior-consistent approach.
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solution within a rolling horizon framework. It has four synergistic characteristics. First, and the primary contribution of this
paper, is that behavior consistency is explicitly incorporated. Second, the determination of the SO DTA solution for a specific
roll period using projected traffic conditions provides a desirable goal for the controller to achieve through information pro-
vision. Third, the incorporation of evolving field traffic conditions through the rolling horizon framework from one roll per-
iod to the next significantly limits potential error propagation that can result from the non-projection of traffic conditions
after the behavior-consistent strategies to be provided to drivers are determined. Finally, and consequent to the second
and third characteristics, the determination of computationally very expensive iterative real-time DTA solutions to estimate
projected traffic conditions is avoided. This enables the determination, in a timely manner, of effective and behaviorally more
realistic information strategies that can lead to an enhancement in system performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem and Section 3 formulates it. Section 4
presents the solution concept. Section 5 discusses experiments and analyzes their results. Section 6 presents some conclud-
ing comments.

2. Problem description

The problem being addressed here is the behavior-consistent control of a vehicular traffic network for the period of inter-
est, typically a peak traffic period. It is labeled behavior-consistent real-time traffic routing under information provision
(BCRTRIP), and can be described as follows. A controller seeks to continuously optimize network performance by providing
real-time traffic routing information to drivers where the drivers’ likely response behavior is factored in determining the
information. Hence, the problem being addressed here requires the determination of information-based network control
strategies that are, to the extent possible, simultaneously consistent with the controller-estimated driver behavior and
the objectives of the controller. After the information strategies are generated, they are disseminated to the drivers to influ-
ence their route choice decisions, and consequently system performance. We assume that every node (with alternative rout-
ing options) on the current route of a driver is a potential decision point, implying that en-route re-routing is possible. The
performance of the system under the information strategies is continuously measured in real-time and new information
strategies are computed based on the field data measurements.

Fig. 2 shows the conceptual flowchart for the BCRTRIP problem. The problem is represented using a rolling horizon stage
based framework (Peeta, 1994) due to its deployment characteristic and the uncertainty associated with future time-depen-
dent demand and network conditions. The planning horizon of interest, taken here as the peak traffic period, is divided into
stages. Each stage is divided into a roll period and a tail period. Using the traffic network conditions in the roll period of the
current stage r, and the projected time-dependent O–D demand for the next stage r + 1, the behavior-consistent informa-
tion-based network control strategies for the next roll period are determined at some point during the current roll period. At
the end of the current roll period, the stage counter is incremented by one. In the next stage, the controller uses these infor-
mation strategies to provide route recommendations to drivers. Each driver uses his/her behavioral logic (based on inherent
behavioral tendencies, ambient traffic conditions, and the information provided by the controller) to select a route from his/
her preferred set of alternatives. The aggregation of all individual driver route choice decisions determines the network per-
formance. The rolling horizon framework terminates if the end of the planning horizon is reached. If not, the controller tracks
the system state (Paz and Peeta, 2009b) using sensor data (link traffic counts), and repeats the rolling horizon deployment
process.

It should be noted here that the route selected by a driver can coincide with that recommended by the controller or differ
from it partially or fully. Since the information provided by the controller factors the drivers’ likely reactions to the informa-
tion, the likelihood that a driver chooses the route recommended by the controller increases. Another point to note is that
departure time choice is exogenous in our problem; that is, the possible impacts of pre-trip route guidance on departure time
choice are not considered here.

Details on the implementation of the rolling horizon approach are shown in Fig. 3. Each stage consists of h discrete time
intervals of length D time units. s denotes the departure time interval. Further, as discussed in Section 4, for computational
efficiency, a stage is also divided into discrete assignment intervals w. Each assignment interval consists of l time units. The
first assignment interval is also the roll period of the stage. Thus, the stage length is a multiple of the roll period length. This
facilitates, without loss of generality, the formulation description and solution implementation. The next section discusses
the formulation.

3. Problem formulation

3.1. Notation and terms

3.1.1. Notation

N set of nodes in the network
A set of links in the network
n index for a node in the network, n 2 N
a subscript for a link in the network, a 2 A
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I set of origins in the network
J set of destinations in the network
i subscript for an origin node, i 2 I
j subscript for a destination node, j 2 J
j superscript denoting a departure time interval up to the end of the current roll period, j = 1, . . . , r�l
s superscript for a departure time interval for the next stage, s = r � l + 1, . . . , r � l + h
t superscript for the current time interval
q(r) roll period indicator for stage r; corresponds to j = (r � 1) � l + 1, . . . , r � l
i* subscript for the origin node of a driver who departed up to time interval r � l and does not reach his/her destination in the current roll period, i* 2 I
u number of time intervals of length D required to determine the information strategies for q(r + 1)
t superscript for the time interval in which the computation of the information strategies for the next roll period begins, t = r � l � u
Kij set of routes connecting origin–destination (O–D) pair ij
k subscript for a route in the network, k 2 Kij

U set of driver classes in terms of information availability, U � {1, 2}
u superscript for driver information class, u 2 U; u = 1 if driver can receive information, and u = 2 if driver cannot receive information

Rus
ij actual new O–D demand for the next stage, expressed as set of drivers of class u who wish to depart from i to j in time interval s,

s = r � l + 1, . . . , r � l + hbRus
ij forecasted new O–D demand for the next stage, expressed as the set of drivers of class u who wish to depart from i to j in time interval s,

s = r � l + 1, . . . , r � l + h
Qjua

i� j set of drivers of class u that departed origin i* to destination j in time interval j = 1, . . . , r � l who have not reached their destinations at the end of
the current roll period, and are on link a in time interval r � lbSjus

i� ij set of drivers of class u that departed origin i* in time interval j = 1, . . . , r � l who have not reached their destinations at the end of the current roll
period, and are forecasted to depart from the first intermediate node i to destination j in time interval s in the next stage, s = r � l + 1, . . . , r � l + h

Sjus
i� ij set of drivers of class u that departed origin i* in time interval j = 1, . . . , r � l who have not reached their destinations at the end of the current roll

period, and depart from the first intermediate node i to destination j in time interval s in the next stage, s = r � l + 1, . . . , r � l + l
Sus

ij intermediate O–D demand for the next roll period due to previously generated vehicles, expressed as the set of drivers of class u who depart from i
to j in time interval s, s = r � l + 1, . . . , r � l + lbSus

ij forecasted intermediate O–D demand for the next stage due to previously generated vehicles, expressed as the set of drivers of class u who are
forecasted to depart from i to j in time interval s, s = r � l + 1, . . . , r � l + h

r superscript for an individual driver in the network
PbK r

ij controller-estimated set of preferred routes connecting O–D pair ij for driver r, PbK r
ij # Kij

PKr
ij set of preferred routes connecting O–D pair ij for driver r, PKr

ij # Kij

PbK ij controller-estimated set of driver-preferred routes connecting O–D pair ij, PbK ij ¼
S
r

PbK r
ij

� �
# Kij

PKij set of driver-preferred routes connecting O–D pair ij, PKij ¼
S
r

PKr
ij

� �
# Kij

DKqðrÞ
ij set of controller-desired routes connecting O–D pair ij in roll period q(r) of stage r, DKqðrÞ

ij # Kij

CKqðrÞ
ij set of controllable routes connecting O–D pair ij in roll period q(r) of stage r, CKqðrÞ

ij � fDKqðrÞ
ij

T
PbK ijg

Xur driver’s information class relationship; 1 if driver r belongs to class u, and 0 otherwise
drs

ijk route choice dummy; 1 if driver r leaves from i to j in time interval s and chooses route k, and 0 otherwise, k 2 PKr
ij

d̂rs
ijk controller-estimated route choice dummy; 1 if driver r is leaving from i to j in time interval s and is estimated to take route k, and 0 otherwise,

k 2 PbK r
ij

drt
ijk dummy variable for current route of driver; 1 if driver r is traveling on route k from i to j in time interval t, and 0 otherwise, k 2 PbK r

ij

hqðrÞ
ijk prescriptive information defined as the proportion of drivers that must be recommended to take route k in roll period q(r) of stage r, k 2 CKqðrÞ

ij

Yrs
ijk dummy variable for route recommendation for driver r leaving from i to j in future time interval s; 1 if route k is recommended, and 0 otherwise,

k 2 PbK r
ij

Yrt
ijk dummy variable for the past route recommended to driver r as of time interval t; 1 if route k was recommended, and 0 otherwise, k 2 PbK r

ij

Xrs
ijk vector of attributes for route k, excluding information, that influence the route choice decision of driver r in time interval s, k 2 PKr

ijbXrs
ijk controller-estimated vector of attributes for route k, excluding information, that influence the route choice decision of driver r in time interval

s; k 2 PbK r
ij

Trs
ijk travel time experienced during the next roll period by driver r leaving node i at some point during that roll period for node j on route k in time

interval s; k 2 PKr
ij

ntars
ijk time-dependent driver spatio-temporal variable; 1 if driver r choosing route k (connecting O–D pair ij) in time interval s is on link a in time

interval t, and 0 otherwise
dtaus

ijk number of drivers of class u traveling from i to j on route k in time interval s who enter arc a in time interval t

mtaus
ijk number of drivers of class u traveling from i to j on route k in time interval s who exit link a in time interval t

xta number of drivers on link a at the beginning of time interval t
Lt

n number of drivers representing the demand at node n in time interval t

Ot
n number of drivers exiting the network through node n in time interval t

dat number of drivers who enter link a in time interval t
mat number of drivers who exit link a in time interval t
B(n) set of links incident from node n
C(n) set of links incident to node nbF function to denote the controller-estimated driver behavior model used to estimate the route choices of the individual drivers
F function to denote the driver behavior model used to represent the actual route choices of the individual drivers
|�| set cardinality denoting the number of elements in set (�)
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3.1.2. Definition of terms
3.1.2.1. Controller-desired routes (DK). These are routes that the controller would like the drivers to choose. These time-
dependent routes can be determined, for example, by solving a SO DTA problem for a stage.

3.1.2.2. Driver-preferred routes (PK). These routes are preferred by the drivers and are likely to be accepted by them. These
routes can be generated (Bekhor et al., 2006) using historical data, travel surveys and/or technologies such as two-way com-
munication systems and global positioning systems.

3.1.2.3. Controllable routes (CK). These routes belong to both controller-desired and driver-preferred route sets. Recommend-
ing a route from this set to drivers increases the probability that it will be accepted by them, thereby enabling the controller
to better influence system performance.

3.1.2.4. Behavior-consistency gap. The behavior-consistency gap for controllable route k connecting O–D pair ij is defined as
the difference between the controller-desired proportion of drivers that should choose route k and the proportion of drivers
hqðrÞ

ijk that must be recommended route k in order to achieve the controller-desired proportion. Hence, depending on the

σ

σ

σ

σ σ

σ

σ

σ

σ

σ

Fig. 2. Conceptual framework for the behavior-consistent traffic routing problem under information provision.
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system dynamics and driver behavior, greater/lesser proportions of drivers may have to be recommended controllable routes
to achieve the controller-desired proportions.

3.2. Problem definition

Consider a directed graph G(N, A) representing a traffic network with N nodes, A directed arcs, origins i 2 , and destina-
tions j 2 J. An origin, a destination and/or just a junction of physical links can be represented by a node. We are given the
time-dependent O–D demand forecasts for the next stage, the number of previously assigned drivers who are present in
the network at the beginning of the next stage and their current routes, the associated forecasts for the intermediate de-
mand, the controller-estimated set of driver-preferred routes and their attributes, the information class of each driver,
and the controller-estimated driver behavior model. The controller determines towards the end of the current roll period
the behavior-consistent information-based network control strategies hqðrþ1Þ

ijk for the next roll period to provide to the O–
D demand route recommendations so as to minimize the system travel time for the next roll period.

3.3. Formulation

Given:

ðiÞ GðN;AÞ
ðiiÞ bRus

ij ; 8i; j;u; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ h

ðiiiÞ Qjua
i� j ; 8i�; j; u; a;j ¼ 1; . . . ;r � l

ðivÞ bSjus
i� ij ; 8i�; i; j;j ¼ 1; . . . ;r � l;u; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ h

ðvÞ PbK r
ij; 8i; j; r 2 fbRus

ij [ bSjus
i� ij g

ðviÞ bXrs
ijk; 8i; j; k 2 PbK r

ij; r 2 fbRus
ij [ bSjus

i� ij g; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l

ðviiÞ Yrt
ijk; 8i; j; k 2 PbK r

ij; r 2 bSjus
i� ij

ðviiiÞ drt
ijk; 8i; j; k 2 PbK r

ij; r 2 bSjus
i� ij

ðixÞ Xur 8u; r 2 fbRus
ij [ bSjus

i� ij g

ðxÞ bF
Objective function (controller objective):

Min:
X

j

X
u

Xr�lþl

t¼r�lþ1

X
i�

Xr�l
j¼1

X
a

Qjua
i�j

��� ����X
i

Xt

s¼r�lþ1

X
r2Sus

ij

X
k2PKr

ij

drs
ijk�

0@ 1A � D
24 358<:

þ
X

i

X
j

X
u

Xr�lþl

s¼r�lþ1

X
r2Sus

ij

X
k2PKr

ij

½Trs
ijk � d

rs
ijkðh

qðrþ1Þ
ijk Þ� þ

X
i

X
j

X
u

Xr�lþl

s¼r�lþ1

X
r¼Rus

ij

X
k2PKr

ij

½Trs
ijk � d

rs
ijkðh

qðrþ1Þ
ijk Þ�

9=; ð1Þ

Δ

Estimates of O-D demand from τ = σ·l+1 to τ = σ·l+h required in 
time interval υ = σ·l - φ, so that the information strategies can be 
computed before the start of stage σ+1

Fig. 3. Rolling horizon framework.
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Subject to:
Controller-estimated driver behavior

d̂rs
ijk ¼ bF ½ðbXrs

ijk; Y
rs
ijkÞ;8k 2 PbK r

ij�; 8i; j; k 2 PbK r
ij; r 2 fbRus

ij [ bSus
ij g; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð2Þ

Demand conservation constraints

bSus
ij ¼

[r�l
j¼1

[
i�

bSjus
i� ij ; 8i; j;u; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ h ð3Þ

Sus
ij ¼

[r�l
j¼1

[
i�

Sjus
i� ij ; 8i; j;u; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð4ÞX

r2Sus
ij

X
k2PKr

ij

½drs
ijk �X

ur� ¼ jSus
ij j; 8i; j;u; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð5Þ

X
r2Rus

ij

X
k2PKr

ij

½drs
ijk �X

ur� ¼ jRus
ij j; 8i; j; u; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð6Þ

Information-based network control constraints

hqðrþ1Þ
ijk ¼ gh½ðGðN;AÞ; bRus

ij ;
bSus

ij ; PbK r
ij;
bXrs

ijk; Y
rt
ijk; d

rt
ijk;X

ur; d̂rs
ijkðbF ÞÞ; 8i; j; k 2 PbK r

ij;u; r; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ h�;

8i; j; k 2 CKqðrþ1Þ
ij ð7Þ

Yrs
ijk ¼ gYðh

qðrþ1Þ
ijk ;Yrt

ijk; d
rt
ijk;X

urÞ; 8i; j; k 2 PKr
ij; r 2 fRus

ij [ Sus
ij g; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð8Þ

Flow modeling constraints

drs
ijk ¼ F½ðXrs

ijk;Y
rs
ijkÞ;8k 2 PKr

ij�; 8i; j; k 2 PKr
ij; r 2 fRus

ij [ Sus
ij g; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð9Þ

ntars
ijk ¼ gn½ðR

us
ij ;Q

jua
i� j ; d

rs
ijkÞ; 8i; i�; j; k 2 PKr

ij; j ¼ 1; . . . ;r � l; u; a; r 2 fRus
ij [ Qjua

i� j g; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l�;
8i; j; k 2 PKr

ij; t; a; r 2 fRus
ij [ Qjua

iast jg; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð10Þ

xta ¼
X

i

X
j

X
k

X
r

X
s

nt�1;ars
ijk ; 8t; a 2 A ð11Þ

Trs
ijk ¼

Xr�lþl

t¼r�lþ1

X
a

ðntars
ijk � DÞ; 8i; j; k 2 PKr

ij; r 2 fRus
ij [ Sus

ij g; s ¼ r � r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð12Þ

xr�lþ1;a ¼
Xr�l
j¼1

X
i�

X
j

X
u

jQjua
i� j j; 8a 2 A ð13Þ

Flow conservation constraints at nodes and linksX
b

dtb ¼
X

c

mtc þ Lt
n � Ot

n; 8t;n 2 I; b 2 BðnÞ; c 2 CðnÞ ð14Þ

xta ¼ xt�1;a þ dt�1;a �mt�1;a; 8t; a 2 A ð15Þ

Definitional constraints

dta ¼
X

i

X
j

X
k

X
u

X
s

dtaus
ijk ; 8t; a 2 A ð16Þ

mta ¼
X

i

X
j

X
k

X
u

X
s

mtaus
ijk ; 8t; a 2 A ð17Þ

Lt
n ¼

X
j

X
u

jRut
nj j þ

X
j

X
u

jSut
nj j; 8t; n 2 I ð18Þ

Ot
n ¼

X
i

X
k

X
c

X
u

X
s

mtcus
ink ; 8t; n 2 J ð19Þ

0–1 variable constraints

ntars
ijk ¼ 0 or 1; 8i; j; k 2 PKr

ij; t; a 2 A; r 2 fRus
ij [ Sus

ij g; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð20Þ

d̂rs
ijk ¼ 0 or 1; 8i; j; k 2 PbK r

ij; r 2 fbRus
ij [ bSus

ij g; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð21Þ
drt

ijk ¼ 0 or 1; 8i; j; k 2 PKr
ij; r 2 Qjua

i� j ð22Þ
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Xur ¼ 0 or 1; 8u; r 2 fRus
ij [ Qjua

iast jg ð23Þ

Yrs
ijk ¼ 0 or 1; 8i; j; k 2 PKr

ij; r 2 fRus
ij [ Sus

ij g; s ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð24Þ

Yrt
ijk ¼ 0 or 1; 8i; j; k 2 PKr

ij; r 2 Qjua
i�j ð25Þ

Temporal correctness constraint

s � t ð26Þ

Non-negativity constraints

all variables � 0 ð27Þ

This formulation is a non-linear mixed integer model with some stochastic variables ðd̂rs
ijk; d

rs
ijkÞ. It integrates in a stage-based

rolling horizon framework several components that are required to adequately model and address the BCRTRIP problem. A
primary contribution to the literature is that it explicitly considers network dynamics and driver behavior. That is, the sys-
tem states and the information strategies depend on both driver behavior and traffic flow dynamics resulting from individual
driver route choice decisions. Another key contribution is that the controller does not pre-specify driver behavior but rather
estimates their likely behavior under information provision. Hence, the formulation includes two driver behavior models;
one ðbFÞ is used to explicitly estimate driver behavior while the other (F) is used to represent actual driver behavior. It is
important to note that in a real-world deployment context the controller does not know the actual driver behavior a priori.
Consequently, the information strategies are determined using only the estimation of the driver behavior. The information
strategies are used to provide routing information to the drivers who make route choice decisions based on their behavioral
tendencies and the controller-provided information. This denotes the bi-level interactive decision-making structure dis-
cussed in Section 1. The formulation also uses the concept of route classification based on the relevance of routes to the driv-
ers and the controller, as defined in Section 3.1.2. This concept is developed by Paz and Peeta (2009a) and is used here to
provide a realistic deployment mechanism to enhance driver compliance in a behavior-consistent manner. Further, the ap-
proach determines whom to provide information to, based on the identification of priorities (Paz and Peeta, 2009a). These
contributions together enable the development of the behavior-consistent approach.

The decision variables are the set of information-based network control strategies hqðrþ1Þ
ijk ; 8; i; j; k 2 CKqðrþ1Þ

ij . The set of
controller-desired routes DKqðrþ1Þ

ij is explicitly differentiated from the controller-estimated set of driver-preferred routes PKij

leading to the concept of controllable routes CKqðrþ1Þ
ij ; 8i; j. There are different time scales associated with: (i) the projection

of network conditions to determine the information strategies and (ii) the evaluation of system performance under these
strategies. Depending on the case, the superscript s is defined to take values corresponding to the length of a stage or the
length of a roll period.

3.3.1. Objective function
Eq. (1) represents the controller’s objective, the minimization of the system travel time for the next roll period. This travel

time is equal to the summation of all the realized individual driver travel times during this period, and can be computed
using three components. The first component is the travel time that drivers who have not reached their destinations before
the end of the current roll period ðr 2 Qjua

i� j Þ spend traveling in the next roll period before reaching their first intermediate
node. It is possible that a driver may not reach such a node in the next roll period. This component is divided in two sub-
components. The first sub-component is a constant term equal to the number of drivers in the set Qjua

i� j times the number
of time intervals in the next roll period, multiplied by D, resulting in the travel time that those drivers would spend during
the next roll period if they did not reach their first intermediate node. The second sub-component computes the cumulative
number of drivers in Qjua

i� j that reach their first intermediate node in each successive time interval of the next roll period, and
multiplies them with D, to determine the travel time that those drivers would spend traveling during the next roll period
after reaching their first intermediate node. Hence, the difference between these two sub-components gives the travel time
that drivers in Qjua

i� j spend traveling in the next roll period before reaching their first intermediate node. The second compo-
nent is the travel time of the intermediate demand ðr 2 Sus

ij Þ drivers from their first intermediate node in the next roll period.
Similarly, the third component computes the travel time of the new demand ðr 2 Rus

ij Þ drivers from their origin in the next roll
period.

3.3.2. Controller-estimated driver behavior
Constraint (2) denotes the controller-estimated route choice for driver r (represented through d̂rs

ijk) as a function ðbFÞ of the
estimated route attributes bXrs

ijk, and the route recommendation 0–1 dummy Yrs
ijk. A hybrid fuzzy multinomial logit model is

used to represent the controller-estimated driver behavior model. It is a fuzzy model because its systematic component is
determined using simple if–then rules processed through fuzzy logic (Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997), while its error terms
are i.i.d extreme value distributed (Lotan and Koutsopoulos, 1993, 1999; Peeta and Yu, 2004, 2006). bXrs

ijk consists of the con-
troller-estimated expected route travel times TT and the number of nodes NN for each route. Table 1 shows the set of if–then
rules used in this study. Details on function bF are provided in Paz and Peeta (2009b).
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3.3.3. Demand conservation constraints
Constraints (3) and (4) represent intermediate demand conservation constraints. Constraint (3) states that the interme-

diate O–D demand for the next stage forecasted towards the end of the current roll period is equal to the aggregation of all
previously forecasted drivers that have not yet reached their destination ðbSjus

i�ij Þ. This forecasted demand is used along with
the forecasted new demand to generate information strategies for the next roll period towards the end of the current stage.
Constraint (4) indicates that the actual intermediate O–D demand for the next roll period is equal to the aggregation of all
drivers that departed their initial origin before the end of the current roll period and have not reached their destination be-
fore the beginning of the next roll period ðSjus

i� ij Þ.
Constraints (5) and (6) denote actual intermediate and new demand conservation constraints, respectively. They are used

to ensure that all drivers in Sus
ij and Rus

ij have chosen a route to their corresponding destinations. Here, the product drs
ijk �X

ur

takes value 1 if driver r of class u chooses route k in time interval s, and 0 otherwise.

3.3.4. Information-based network control constraints
Constraints (7) and (8) represent the information-based network control constraints. Constraint (7) states that the behav-

ior-consistent information-based network control strategies are a function of the time-dependent O–D demand forecasts for
the next roll period, the number of previously assigned drivers who are present in the network at the beginning of the next
stage and their current routes, the controller-estimated set of driver-preferred routes and their attributes, the information
class of each driver, and the controller-estimated driver behavior model. Here, gh denotes a procedure used to determine
the information strategies for the next roll period; in this study we use the iterative search based optimization procedure
described in Paz and Peeta (2009a) as part of the solution algorithm described in Section 4. The iterative search based opti-
mization procedure is a sub-problem of the broader problem discussed in this paper. It only solves for the information strat-
egies but does not address the broader problem depicted in Fig. 2 and described in Section 2.

Constraint (8) denotes the discretization of the information strategies to determine the specific routes to recommend to a
subset of drivers selected according to the behavior-consistent strategy. It uses a priority scheme where drivers considered
to receive route recommendations are categorized in priority subgroups based on their existing routes, prior route recom-
mendations, and their responses to these recommendations. Constraints (2), (7), and (8) together indicate that d̂rs

ijk is a func-
tion of hqðrþ1Þ

ijk and vice versa, implying the fixed-point structure of (7). Details of the priority scheme are provided in Paz and
Peeta (2009a).

3.3.5. Flow modeling constraints
Constraints (9)–(13) represent the flow modeling constraints. Constraint (9) states that the route choice for driver r (rep-

resented through dummy drs
ijk) is a function (F) of the route attributes Xrs

ijk (such as past experience, inertia, and route com-
plexity) and the route recommendation (information) dummy Yrs

ijk.
Function F symbolically represents individual driver behavior and is not an explicit model/procedure. In reality, the actual

driver behavior mechanism is unknown to the controller and manifests itself through the realized network conditions. In the
study experiments, in the absence of field data, a specific model (discussed in Section 5.1.4) is used to represent F.

Constraints (10)–(12) incorporate time-dependent driver spatio-temporal variables ntars
ijk to represent traffic flow evolu-

tion as a function of the driver route choices (drs
ijk). Constraint (10) uses the time-dependent driver spatio-temporal variable

ntars
ijk to track the driver; it indicates if driver r leaving from i to j choosing route k in time interval s is on link a in time interval

t. Function gn symbolically represents the traffic flow evolution in the network and captures the complex non-linear

Table 1
If–then rules for the controller-estimated driver behavior model.

Category LHS RHS

Controller-estimated driver–expected travel time (TT) If TT is very low (VL) Driver will choose the alternative (O)
If TT is low (L) Driver will probably choose the alternative (PO)
If TT is medium (M) Driver is indifferent to the alternative (I)
If TT is high (H) Driver probably will not choose the alternative (PN)
If TT is very high (VH) Driver will not choose the alternative (N)

Route complexity (NN) If NN is very low (VL) Driver will choose the alternative (O)
If NN is low (L) Driver will probably choose the alternative (PO)
If NN is medium (M) Driver is indifferent to the alternative (I)
If NN is high (H) Driver probably will not choose the alternative (PN)
If NN is very high (VH) Driver will not choose the alternative (N)

Prescriptive information (Y) for more responsive drivers If Y is route is recommended (RR) Driver will choose the alternative (O)
If Y is route was recommended (RWR) Driver will probably choose the alternative (PO)
If Y is route is not recommended (RNR) Driver will not choose the alternative (N)

Prescriptive information (Y) for less responsive drivers If Y is route is recommended (RR) Driver will probably choose the alternative (PO)
If Y is route was recommended (RWR) Driver is indifferent to the alternative (I)
If Y is route is not recommended (RNR) Driver probably will not choose the alternative (PN)
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spatio-temporal interactions among vehicles. It is typically modeled using a traffic flow simulator. However, in the real-
world deployment context, ntars

ijk represents the realized network conditions. Existing DTA models do not incorporate the dri-
ver spatio-temporal variables which involve driver decision-making as an integral element of these variables. Instead, they
use time-dependent link-path incidence variables to determine the presence of a vehicle on a given link across time inter-
vals. These incidence variables are typically the outcome of an assignment process undertaken by a system controller where
full or partial compliance to the information provided is assumed. Hence, the incidence variables do not adequately repre-
sent driver behavior and the resulting models are behaviorally restrictive and limited in their ability to model driver re-
sponse to information provision. By contrast, the time-dependent driver spatio-temporal variables seamlessly incorporate
driver behavior and the network-level interactions. That is, the ntars

ijk variables enable the actual network dynamics to be
the result of the actual driver route choices.

Constraint (11) computes the number of drivers on link a at the beginning of time interval t using the driver spatio-tem-
poral variable values from interval t � 1. Constraint (12) states that the individual route travel times are the summation of
the number of time intervals in which a 0–1 driver spatio-temporal variable (for a given i, j, k and s) takes a value 1, mul-
tiplied by D. It implies the number of discrete time intervals that the corresponding driver r spends in the system. Constraint
(13) is a boundary conservation constraint that ensures that all drivers who have not reached their destinations before the
end of the current roll period are present at the beginning of the next roll period where they are located at the end of the
current roll period.

3.3.6. Flow conservation constraints at nodes and links
Constraints (14) and (15), respectively, represent the conservation of vehicles at nodes and links. Constraint (14) states

that at time t on node n, the number of vehicles entering all links incident from the node should equal the sum of the number
of vehicles exiting from all links incident to that node and the net demand. Constraint (15) states that at the beginning of
time interval t, the number of vehicles on link a is the sum of the number of vehicles on the link at the beginning of the pre-
vious time interval (t � 1) and vehicles entering the link in the previous time interval, minus the vehicles exiting the link in
the previous time interval.

3.3.7. Definitional constraints
Constraints (16)–(19) are definitional constraints. Constraints (16) and (17) are, respectively, the definitional constraints

for the number of vehicles entering and exiting links. Constraint (18) states that the number of vehicles representing the
demand at node n in time interval t is the sum of the corresponding new and intermediate demand. Constraint (19) is
the definitional constraint for the number of vehicles exiting the network at node n in the time interval t.

3.3.8. 0–1, Temporal correctness, and non-negativity constraints
Constraints (20)–(25) restrict specific variables to take a value 0 or 1. Constraints (26) are the temporal correctness con-

straints that restrict the departure time interval s to be at most the current time interval t. Constraints (27) indicate the non-
negativity requirement for all variables.

4. Solution concept

A key difference of the behavior-consistent approach compared to most traditional DTA approaches is that the controller
only recommends routes to a subset of drivers, and does not assume compliance, whether complete or based on an artificial
rate. The system states are determined by the driver decisions, but these decisions can be influenced by the information pro-
vided by the controller. Thus, the controller only has limited ‘‘control” on the system through information provision. There-
fore, the controller objective is to ‘‘guide” the system, to the extent possible, towards a desired state in each stage (for
example, the SO solution) by adjusting its information provision strategies. The route chosen by a driver is decided by
his/her (actual) behavior.

Fig. 4 shows the solution framework for the BCRTRIP problem. The controller uses a rolling horizon stage-based deploy-
ment framework and seeks to direct the system towards the time-dependent SO DTA state. It should be noted here that the
UE DTA state or any other controller objective could also be used in this framework without loss of generality. Given the
traffic network conditions in the current roll period q(r) and the projected time-dependent O–D demand for the next stage
r + 1, the corresponding SO DTA solution for the next stage is generated. For computational efficiency, the SO route assign-
ment proportions are assumed constant within each assignment interval of the stage, though they vary across these inter-
vals. The controller then uses the SO proportions and an iterative search procedure to determine the behavior-consistent
information-based network control strategies to provide route guidance to the drivers, so that the actual driver decisions
in the next roll period result in close to SO route proportions. The iterative search optimization procedure (Paz and Peeta,
2009a), represented by the non-shaded box located in the middle of the flowchart in Fig. 4, involves a controller-estimated
driver behavior model and a fuzzy control model. The fuzzy control model represents the search mechanism (direction and
step size). The iterative search optimization procedure determines the behavior-consistent route proportions for the next roll
period that should be recommended to the drivers. At the end of the current roll period, the stage counter is incremented by
one. In the next roll period, the controller uses the behavior-consistent route proportions to provide route recommendations
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to a prioritized subset of drivers (Paz and Peeta, 2009a). The system states for that roll period are a function of the driver
routes, which include decisions by the subset of drivers that receive information. If the end of the current roll period does
not represent the end of the planning horizon, the controller measures the system state using sensor data, and repeats the
process for the next roll period. Otherwise, the rolling horizon framework is terminated.

In this framework, the routes that are recommended to the drivers are only those that are simultaneously driver-pre-
ferred and move the system closer to the SO state. That is, the SO routes which are not considered by the drivers (do not
belong to their preferred choice set) are not recommended to them. Some O–D pairs may not have routes that are simulta-
neously SO and driver-preferred, in which case no search is done for them. In other work, the authors have developed alter-
native paradigms where the controller uses routes that match SO routes to a significant degree (Paz and Peeta, 2009c). This
introduces deployment flexibility by enabling the practical implementation of the behavior-consistent strategies.

Fig. 4. Solution framework for the behavior-consistent traffic routing problem under information provision.
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The solution approach computes the SO proportions for each assignment interval of the next stage by solving the SO DTA
problem for the length of that stage. However, the information strategies are determined only for the next roll period using
the corresponding SO proportions. The effects of the projected O–D demand and the network-level interactions on the infor-
mation strategies for the next roll period are captured to some extent through the computation of the SO DTA for the length
of the stage. This is because the SO proportions in each assignment interval are interdependent with the projected conditions
and/or assignments for the rest of the stage.

4.1. Algorithmic solution framework

The algorithmic steps of the solution framework are briefly described hereafter. It uses off-line and on-line components.
The off-line component, which is represented by Step 0, determines the driver-preferred route sets and the corresponding
controller-estimated expected travel times for drivers. The on-line components, represented by Steps 1–6, are used to deter-
mine and deploy the information-based network control strategies.

Step 0: estimation of preferred routes and expected travel times for the current day

Estimate the driver-preferred route sets and their corresponding time-dependent controller-estimated expected travel
times for the current day. These can be done through a combination of historical data, travel surveys, and/or technologies
such as two-way communication systems and global positioning systems. In this paper, a heuristic approach is used to gen-
erate the route sets and the expected travel times for the experiments, as discussed in the experimental setup.

Step 1: initialization

To initialize the stage-based solution framework for the current day, set r = 1 and hqðrþ1Þ
ijk ¼ 0; 8i; j; k.

Step 2: determination of the SO states

Given the network conditions for the roll period q(r) and the projected time-dependent O–D demand for the next stage
r + 1, the time-dependent SO DTA solution is computed for the various assignment intervals of the next stage. The SO DTA
solution provides the controller-desired route sets DKqðrþ1Þ

ij and the corresponding SO proportions SOqðrþ1Þ
ijk of drivers assigned

to these routes during the next roll period, 8i; j; k 2 DKqðrþ1Þ
ij .

Step 3: iterative search based optimization procedure

This step consists of sub-steps 3.1–3.3 that represent an iterative search procedure. The iteration counter is set to 1.

Step 3.1: controller’s estimation of driver behavior

The controller-estimated driver behavior model bF is used to compute the controller-estimated proportions of drivers,
Eqðrþ1Þ

ijk , taking routes for the next roll period based on the corresponding information-based network control strategies

hqðrþ1Þ
ijk ; 8i; j; k 2 CKqðrþ1Þ

ij .

Step 3.2: update of the information strategies

The fuzzy control model is used to adjust the information-based network control strategies hqðrþ1Þ
ijk based on the difference

between the SO proportions SOqðrþ1Þ
ijk and the controller-estimated route choice proportions Eqðrþ1Þ

ijk ; 8; i; j; k 2 CKqðrþ1Þ
ij .

Step 3.3: convergence check

Check for convergence. Convergence is achieved when the controller-estimated proportions Eqðrþ1Þ
ijk do not change from

one iteration to the next by more than a pre-specified threshold value, 8i; j; k 2 CKqðrþ1Þ
ij . If convergence is achieved, the

set of behavior-consistent information-based network control strategies hqðrþ1Þ
ijk for the next roll period are available; go to

Step 4. If convergence is not achieved, the iteration counter is updated by 1; go to Step 3.1.

Step 4: stage update and dissemination of information

At the end of the roll period, the projection horizon is rolled forward by l time units to obtain the next stage (r = r + 1).
Route recommendations Yrs

ijk are provided to the drivers during the roll period q(r) using the behavior-consistent informa-
tion-based network control strategies hqðrÞ

ijk .
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Step 5: evaluation of system performance

The system performance and the field conditions for the roll period are determined by the driver route choice decisions
(based on behavioral tendencies, the routes characteristics Xrs

ijk, and the information provided by the controller Yrs
ijk.

Step 6: check for termination

The solution framework terminates if the end of the planning horizon for the day is reached. If not, go to Step 2 of the
algorithm.

5. Experiments

Simulation experiments are conducted for the BCRTRIP problem to address two primary objectives: (i) to provide insights
in terms of the ability of the iterative search based optimization procedure to determine, at the network-level and in real-
time, robust behavior-consistent information-based network control strategies and (ii) to compare the performance of the
behavior-consistent strategies with that of the traditional DTA-based strategies. Here, robustness implies the explicit assur-
ance of behavior consistency. That is, it reduces the possibility that the controller may over-recommend or under-recom-
mend routes, or recommend routes that are not considered by the drivers. The results show that the behavior-consistent
approach is capable of determining information strategies that improve system performance under different levels of
responsiveness. Elsewhere (Paz and Peeta, 2009c), the authors show that the proposed approach can provide effective infor-
mation strategies when the controller seeks to direct the system towards different objectives (e.g., SO, UE) and/or recom-
mends routes that do not perfectly match SO routes.

5.1. Experimental setup

5.1.1. Network characteristics
Fig. 5 illustrates the Borman expressway corridor network. Experiments are conducted using this network and synthetic

data. The network is located in northwest Indiana and consists of a 16-mile section of I-80/94 (known as the Borman
expressway), I-90 toll freeway, I-65, and the surrounding arterials and streets. It has 197 nodes, 460 links, and 43 zones (with
centroids that represent origins/destinations). The Borman expressway is a highly congested facility with substantial truck
traffic. An advanced traffic management system has been installed on the network to provide drivers with real-time traffic
information, especially during incidents. A potential alternative to divert traffic is the Indiana toll road I-90, which operates
parallel to the Borman expressway. Depending on the destination, other potential major alternative routes also exist.

5.1.2. Behavior characteristics
As illustrated in Table 1, two types of drivers are considered based on their level of responsiveness to information. The

first type of drivers, categorized as ‘‘less responsive” to information strategies, are drivers that are slightly influenced by
the information provided. To make route choice decisions, these drivers rely more on past experience and behavioral
tendencies than on information. The second type of drivers, labeled as ‘‘more responsive” to information strategies, are more

Fig. 5. Borman expressway corridor network.
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influenced by information compared to the ‘‘less responsive” drivers. Experiments are conducted to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach under these two levels of responsiveness. It is assumed that drivers are either 100% less
responsive or 100% more responsive. This is designed to isolate the effects of the information strategies due to different
behavioral tendencies from those of other issues such as market penetration.

5.1.3. Driver-preferred routes and their controller-estimated expected travel times
The driver-preferred route sets and their corresponding time-dependent controller-estimated expected travel times are

estimated using a two-step off-line approach. In the first step, a UE DTA problem is solved for the entire planning horizon
using an average time-dependent demand matrix. It provides an initial set of UE routes based only on travel time as input
for the next step. In the second step, several simulation runs are conducted using the controller-estimated driver behavior
model to determine up to five routes that represent the routes of most drivers for an O–D pair. These routes and their cor-
responding time-dependent travel times represent, respectively, the driver-preferred route sets and the time-dependent
controller-estimated expected travel times.

The two-step approach is designed to represent the learning process that most drivers experience over time in the context
of the determination of their preferred route choice set and their corresponding expected travel times. This is based on the
premise that a driver considers only a subset of possible O–D routes based on past experience and imperfect/incomplete cur-
rent knowledge of the traffic network.

5.1.4. Actual driver behavior
This study uses a random coefficients path-size multinomial logit model to represent the actual behavior of the drivers

(function F in Section 3.3). Eq. (28) shows the model specification. The path-size component (Eq. (29)) corresponds to the
general specification proposed by Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire (1999) and extended by Ramming (2002). It accounts for links
being common to different routes. That is, the path-size component is an approximated measure of the amount of overlap
of a route with all other routes in the choice set. Ignoring the effects of link overlaps across the choice set can result in unre-
alistic volumes over the set of common links.

It is assumed in this study that the distributions of the coefficients (b) are identical across all drivers. However, as indi-
cated in Eq. (28), the values of these coefficients vary across individual drivers to represent random taste variations across
drivers. This study assumes a 10% uniform random variation with respect to the mean (±5%) of the coefficients.
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ET � ETrt
ijk þ br
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Y � Y

r
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" #
; 0 otherwise; 8 i; j; k 2 PKr

ij; r; t ð30Þ

Urt
ijk is the utility of route k for driver r leaving node i for node j in period t; k 2 PKr

ij

br
x is the coefficient of variable/function x for driver r

ETrt
ijk is the driver-expected travel time on route k for driver r leaving node i for node j in period t; k 2 PKr

ij

Cijk is the number of nodes on route k connecting ij; k 2 PKr
ij

PSr
ijk is the path-size component for driver r and route k connecting ij; k 2 PKr

ij
Cijk is the set of links on route k connecting ij; k 2 PKr

ij
la is the length of link a, a 2 A

Lijk is the length of route k connecting ij; k 2 PKr
ij

Haijm is the link-route incidence dummy; 1 if route m connecting ij uses link a, and 0 otherwise

k is a path-size model parameter

Pijk is the set of nodes on route k connecting ij; k 2 PKr
ij

SWrt
ijk is a route switching dummy; 1 if by choosing route k connecting ij in period t, driver r is not making a route switching

from his/her current route ~m, and 0 otherwise, k 2 PKr
ij

ert
ijk is an i.i.d. extreme value disturbance or random component for driver r in time period t for route k connecting

ij; k 2 PKr
ij

The mean values of the coefficients were selected based on previous studies and problem characteristics. For example, a
slightly higher value for bY is used to represent more responsive behavior in comparison to the less responsive behavior.
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In the study experiments, it is assumed that the approach adopted in Section 5.1.3 provides reasonable estimates for the
controller-estimated expected travel times, which are then multiplied by a uniform random number (between 0.95 and 1.05)
to determine the driver-expected travel times (ET). This is to represent the notion that the controller may not have perfect
knowledge of the driver-expected travel times.

In addition, it is important to reiterate here that the model used to represent driver behavior is completely different
from the model used to estimate it. In the real-world deployment context, the actual driver behavior replaces the
model (Eq. (28)) used to determine it and the controller-estimated driver behavior model is calibrated using the observed
data.

The route choice probabilities obtained from this model are converted to drs
ijk using the following approach. First, the prob-

ability range for a driver is demarcated into smaller ranges according to the choice probabilities. For example, if there are
three routes with estimated choice probabilities 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, the ranges associated with them are 0.0–0.2, 0.2–0.5,
and 0.5–1.0, respectively. Second, a uniform random number generator is used to generate a value between 0 and 1. Third,
if the generated random number falls in the range associated with a specific route, that route is assigned to the driver. The
same approach is used to determine d̂rs

ijk from the values obtained through bF .

5.1.5. Traffic flow simulation-assignment model
A traffic simulation-assignment model, DYNASMART, is used here to achieve two objectives: (i) to determine in each stage

the time-dependent SO solution (Step 2 of the solution framework) using the DTA module of DYNASMART and (ii) to eval-
uate the system performance in each roll period under the time-dependent demand and driver route choice decisions (Step 5
of the solution framework) using the traffic flow simulator module of DYNASMART.

An overview of the capabilities of DYNASMART is provided by Chiu (2002). Pre-trip routing and en-route re-routing capa-
bilities are enabled by embedding in DYNASMART the model used to represent the actual driver behavior (Eq. (28)). As illus-
trated in Eq. (31), the actual compliance is a function gw of the route recommendation provided to individual drivers and the
driver route choice behavior. The compliance variables wrt

ijk take value 1 if route k is recommended to driver r in time interval
t and he/she chooses this route; and 0 otherwise.

wrt
ijk ¼ gwðdrt

ijk;Y
rt
ijkÞ; 8 i; j; k 2 PKr

ij; r; t ¼ r � lþ 1; . . . ;r � lþ l ð31Þ

drt
ijk is the route choice dummy that takes value 1 if driver r chooses route k connecting O–D pair ij in time interval t; and 0

otherwise.

5.1.6. Scenarios
Six scenarios are evaluated in the experiments to investigate system performance under different information-based net-

work control strategies. These scenarios are as follows.
Scenario I (no information): No information is provided to the drivers (NO-info). It is the do-nothing strategy and repre-

sents the base-case. Here, drivers make route choice decisions based only on past experience.
Scenario II (SO DTA): In this scenario, all drivers are assumed to fully comply with the recommended SO routes (SO). By

definition, it represents the best possible system performance.
Scenario III (SO-based information): Here, route guidance is provided using the SO solution route proportions (SO-info). SO

routes (DK) are recommended to the drivers based on the proportion of drivers that are required to take each SO route. The
SO route recommended to a driver may or may not belong to his/her driver-preferred route set. If the recommended route is
not in the driver-preferred set, the driver completely ignores the information provided by the controller in the route choice
decision-making process. If the recommended route is a driver-preferred route (PK), the driver uses the information in his/
her decision-making process. If so, the likelihood of choosing the recommended route is increased.

Scenario IV (SO-based information only about controllable routes): In this scenario, only controllable (CK) routes based on
their proportions in the SO solution are recommended (SO–CK-info). Hence, if no driver-preferred route exists in the SO solu-
tion, the controller does not recommend a route to that driver. This approach increases the likelihood that drivers comply
with the controller recommendation.

Scenario V (UE-based information): Here, route guidance is provided using the UE solution route proportions (UE-info). This
is conceptually similar to Scenario III; UE routes (DK) are recommended by the controller to the drivers based on the pro-
portion of drivers that are required to take each UE route. The UE route recommended to a driver may or may not belong
to his/her driver-preferred route set. If the recommended route is not in the driver-preferred set, the driver completely
ignores the information provided by the controller in the route choice decision-making process.

Scenario VI (behavior-consistent information): In this scenario, routes are recommended based on the behavior-consis-
tent information-based network control strategy (BC–SO-info). Akin to Scenario IV, only controllable routes are recom-
mended to the drivers. However, these recommendations are based on the proportion of drivers that must be
recommended to take these routes so as to approach as close as possible to the time-dependent SO solution proportions.
This can imply the controller recommending routes in higher or lower proportions than the corresponding SO solution
proportions so that the actual proportions achieved after the driver decision-making process come close to the SO solu-
tion proportions.
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5.1.7. Assumptions
Without loss of generality, the study experiments assume that: (i) the controller-forecasted demand is the same as the

actual demand, (ii) all drivers with the same O–D pair have the same set of driver-preferred routes, (iii) except for the
no-information case, all drivers have capabilities to receive personalized information, and (iv) the controller-estimated
set of driver-preferred routes is the same as the actual set of driver-preferred routes. These assumptions ensure that the fo-
cus of the experiments is on analyzing the effectiveness of the behavior-consistent strategy relative to existing DTA
strategies.

5.1.8. Computational aspects
In all scenarios, 120,000 drivers are loaded during the first 60 min of analysis and the simulation is executed until all vehi-

cles reach their destinations. Further, each stage has a length of 20 min and a roll period (assignment interval) of 5 min. The
behavior-consistent information strategies are computed for all node–destination pairs, implying 8471 (197 	 43) O–D
pairs. This represents a significant computational load but enables the provision of information at any point in time and
space. The experiments were conducted with a single Pentium 4 Extreme Edition processor running at 4.0 GHz. To the extent
that the focus of this paper is on developing a behavior-consistent paradigm, the computational aspects are not analyzed
here. However, the proposed solution framework lends itself to a significant amount of parallelization at the O–D pair level.
Further, Paz and Peeta (2008) develop an off-line H-infinity filtering approach that optimizes the parameters of the fuzzy
control model resulting in significant additional computation savings. Hence, the parallelization in conjunction with the
optimization of parameters can be used to enhance computation efficiency.

5.2. Results and analysis: less responsive behavior

Fig. 6 shows the percentage cumulative system travel time savings (over the horizon of interest) under the five informa-
tion-based network control strategies for the less responsive behavior case relative to the base-case (NO-info) where no
information is provided. By definition, Scenario II (SO DTA) has the highest cumulative system travel time savings. Hence,
it represents the benchmark for comparing the performance under the other strategies.

The results show that all information strategies result in significant improvements to the system performance compared
to the NO-info case. However, the behavior-consistent information-based network control strategy (BC–SO-info) outper-
forms both the SO-based information strategies (SO-info, SO–CK-info) and the UE-based information strategy (UE-info).
By estimating drivers’ likely reactions and only recommending routes that are behavior-consistent, the controller is able
to move the system closer (to the extent possible given driver behavior) to the ideal SO state. In addition, there is a region
of negative travel time savings in the early stages of the planning horizon. The negative values indicate that the base-case
results in better system performance for the relevant duration. This implies that for some levels of demand and network
dynamics, the SO-based and UE-based information strategies can potentially deteriorate system performance. Hence, the
common practice of assigning the DTA solutions directly to the O–D demand may overestimate the system performance.

The significance of ensuring behavioral consistency in the controller-recommended routes is also reflected in Fig. 7, where
higher compliance rates are obtained for the BC–SO-info strategy compared to the other strategies. Fig. 7 also illustrates that
the compliance rates are perceptible even for the SO- and UE-based strategies (between 45% and 56%), though not as much as
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Fig. 6. Cumulative system travel time savings under the less responsive behavior benchmarked against the no-information case (base-case).
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for the behavior-consistent strategy (around 65%). In all of the information-based network control strategies, the route rec-
ommended by the controller is considered by the drivers only if the recommended route is a driver-preferred route. In addi-
tion, the values for compliance rates indicate that there are many preferred routes (PK) that fully overlap with desired routes
(DK). This may overestimate the performance of the SO- and UE-based strategies because they do not consider the likely re-
sponse behavior to the route recommendations. Figs. 7 and 9 illustrate the compliance rates for stages 15–30 only so as to
obviate startup and end effects when few drivers are present in the network. In Figs. 6 and 8, the focus is on illustrating
cumulative system savings from the start to the end.

5.3. Results and analysis: more responsive behavior

Fig. 8 shows the percentage cumulative total travel time savings (over the horizon of interest) under the five information-
based network control strategies for the more responsive behavior case relative to the base-case (NO-info). The results show
that both the SO- and UE-based information strategies perform worse than even the NO-info strategy. This is consistent with
the trends identified in previous studies involving system performance under large market penetration levels of personalized
information provision.
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In these experiments, the travel times are significantly increased because the controller is over-recommending routes to
highly responsive drivers. There are some controllable-routes with large numbers of drivers choosing them even when no
information is given about them. This is because drivers are familiar with these routes, and favor them based on past expe-
rience. When the controller recommends these routes, they become even more attractive. If the proportions of drivers choos-
ing these routes are higher than the SO proportions for these routes, they become congested leading to higher total travel
times. This situation is circumvented under the behavior-consistent information-based network control strategy (BC–SO-
info) because it takes into account the drivers’ likely reactions to the information strategies and hence does not over-recom-
mend those routes. Hence, as seen in Fig. 8, the behavior-consistent information-based network control strategy not only
outperforms the SO- and UE-based strategies, but also significantly improves overall system performance. By estimating
drivers’ likely reactions and only recommending routes that are behavior-consistent, the controller is able to move the sys-
tem (to the extent possible under driver behavioral tendencies) in the SO direction. Hence, the BC–SO-info strategy improves
performance and increases compliance rates (as seen in Fig. 9).

The results illustrated in Figs. 6 and 8 are conservative as they include end effects due to the head and tail periods of the
planning horizon when few vehicles are present in the system (the experiments are conducted starting with an empty net-
work, and statistics are collected until the last vehicle leaves the network). Hence, the contribution of the head/tail periods is
not significant and they are provided here for completeness. That is, the benefits of the proposed strategies are higher when
end effects are excluded.

In general, it should be noted that some drivers are likely to experience travel times that are longer than anticipated if
they comply with the recommendations of strategies that are not behaviorally consistent (such as SO-info or UE-info strat-
egies). This makes it less likely that they will comply with the controller recommendation in the long-term (Peeta and Yu,
2006).

6. Concluding comments

From the controller’s perspective, ideally all drivers are equipped to receive personalized information, and follow the SO
routes provided to them. However, such behavioral simplicity is not realistic. Different drivers may have different prefer-
ences in terms of route choice, and may have different responses to the same information. Further, drivers may have differ-
ent levels of capabilities to receive information. This study is the first to develop a behavior-consistent approach for
information-based network-level control. It explicitly factors the drivers’ likely response behavior while determining the
information that directs the system as close as possible to the SO solution. Thereby, the resulting information strategies ad-
dress the controller and driver objectives simultaneously, and are more likely to be accepted by drivers.

The study experiments illustrate the benefits of the behavior-consistent information-based network control strategies. In
all cases, the system travel time savings are significantly higher for the behavior-consistent approach compared to those of
the no-information, the SO-based and UE-based information strategies. In addition, compliance rates are higher for the
behavior-consistent strategy compared to those for the SO- and UE-based strategies. These insights suggest that factoring
driver behavior while determining the controller route recommendations can further enhance performance as well as driver
compliance. A detailed analysis of the results suggests that most of the preferred routes of the drivers tend to have large
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behavior-consistency gaps because large numbers of drivers take these routes independent of information provision. That is,
to achieve the ideal route assignment percentages (whether UE or SO, obtained through the standard DTA approaches), the
controller may have to recommend more or less users to take those routes depending on the network dynamics and driver
behavior tendencies.

Under the proposed framework, only routes that are simultaneously desired by the controller and preferred by the drivers
are recommended. Elsewhere (Paz and Peeta, 2009c), the authors extend this framework by considering routes that overlap
mostly, but not fully, with the controller-desired routes. It enhances deployment realism by providing additional routing op-
tions for the controller to recommend to drivers. Further, the authors analyze behavior-consistent routes determined using
the UE DTA solution as UE routes are more likely to overlap with driver-preferred routes.

The controller-estimated driver behavior model is based on aggregate simple if–then rules developed using findings from
past studies and field observations. Hence, it does not require individual driver behavior data, implying reduced data sensi-
tivity for the behavior-consistent approach. This feature enhances the ability to deploy the behavior-consistent approach as
data needs typically represent key practical barriers in the route guidance context.

The controller-estimated driver behavior model is calibrated off-line using the actual driver behavior model. In other
work (Paz and Peeta, 2009b), the authors propose an on-line consistency-seeking procedure that fits within the framework
proposed in this study to calibrate the parameters of the controller-estimated model. It enables the simultaneous on-line
determination of behavior-consistent information strategies and the calibration of the controller-estimated model
parameters.
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